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EDITORIAL

PERSPECTIVES FOR THE INTERPRETER

Harold B. Kuhn

two

In today's biblical studies, one notes a welcome emphasis upon
factors, both of which have been with us for a long time, but which

seem now

to be of

more

than usual

significance.

upon the need for a more careful arrangement of
a fashion which does ustice to the historically

emphasis
scriptural materials in
progressive nature of
The first is,

their content. The second is, stress upon a hermeneutic which concerns
itself with the meaning of biblical, especially New Testament, materials
for those who wrote them.

Theology can commend itself to the serious student
give full recognition to the progressive aspects of the

No Biblical
which does not

thought of the New Testament writers and of the New Testament
Church. At this point, Evangelicals have fre uently seemed to show less
than ade uate insight, especially as contrasted, for example, with Rudolf
Bultmann's organization of his materials. This needs to be corrected.
Nor is the need for such

basics of the

Evangel

were

care

cancelled out

grasped early

fact almost at the outset of the Christian
that revelation of

descent of the

some

Spirit,
stages

in the

by

career

enterprise.

the fact that the

of the

Church,

in

Our Lord indicated

of the details of the Good News must await the

who

was

to round out what He had said. The

post-ascension grasp of truth by the New
recognition
Testament Church is still a necessity. This is not a plea for a dissective
dispensationahsm, but for a hermeneutic which stresses the organic unity
of

in the

of the several stages in the Church's grasp and elaboration of the message

committed to her trust.

Chainnan, Department of Theology and
and Editor of The Seminarian.

Philosophy

of Religion, Asbury Seminary,

4
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Second, there is a welcome emphasis upon discerning the meaning
of the several New Testament documents for their respective writers.
This does not

that

necessarily find the writers to be the
thinking. It may yet appear
that those men providentially chosen to write the New Testament, far
from being the gullible prisoners of an outworn world-view and of a pure
ly tendentious view of history, were careful in their handling of histor
ical data. At this point, EvangeUcals will view with a very critical eye
the tendency of the classical-rationaUst writers, as for example R. G.
Collingwood, who deny that the New Testament writers have produced
history at all.
It may yet prove true that the authors were keenly conscious of
Historic, and that they continued the Old Testament struggle against
mythology. They were, further, uite probably conscious of writing
materials which cut across the grain of the alternate views of paganism.
Thus, their witness to the resurrection of our Lord was made in clear
understanding that there was a special form of uni ueness involved in
mean

one

will

victims of naive world views and of occult

the event.

Two notes of counsel need to be sounded at the

point of the study

meaning of events for the New Testament writers. The first has
been suggested already namely, there needs to be a manifest attitude of
sympathetic understanding of their own attitudes toward the materials
which they wrote. There is a second of e ual importance. It is, that
while the writers doubtless had a keen awareness of the meaning
of the

of their materials, they also uite possibly wrote beyond their times
and beyond their native wisdom. Perhaps we may find a paradigm for
this in the stated experience of the Prophets, who are shown to have

searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which
was in them did signify, when it testified beforehand the sufferings of
Christ, and the glory that should follow. Is it not probable that New
Testament writers felt a similar sense of wonder and uery
been

ARTICLES

THE SHEPHERD PSALM

PSALM 2

Victor P. Hamilton
Few sections of the Old

often

read

as

Why

this has been

further

to

Testament, perhaps none, have been
thoroughly by the Christian believer as the Psalter.

or as

so

down this collection of

narrow

representative, surely
our

minds.

should not be difficult to ascertain. If

the

twenty-third psalm

Its familiar words
and

to

one were
a

single

would be uppermost in
well known that their oral recita

are so

tion has become almost formulaic.

hymns

Nevertheless, there

is

a

richness of

meaning,
implication here that often the modern reader
interpreter of the Bible who has dealt only with one of the popular
English translations might miss.
It should come as no surprise that Psalm 2 has not escaped the
critical eye of Biblical exegetes with regard to dating, authorship,
Sitz im Leben, unity and related matters. A few of these areas of
nuance,
or

interest will be discussed below.

There

are

two

parts

to this

Psahn

verses

�4 God the

Shepherd

�6 God the Host. Both parts have the same twin theme. Verses
of section A and verse
of section B have as their basic idea that

verses

�

of

L

provision. Verses

Although

we

are

reader should be

has

an

4 and 6

again overlap

accustomed to
aware

a

total of

Psalms the interested

of at least two other traditions. The

additional Psalm, number

supernumerary,

in theme in that both of

or more

literally,

Septuagint

, To this is attached the explanation
beyond the mihiber. This suggests,

. There is
of course, a special significance to the traditional number of
6
subsection
a second tradition in the Jerusalem Talmud, Shabbath
that there are a total of 47 Psalms, corresponding to the 47 years of the

patriarch Jacob Gen. 47 2 , Even these do not exhaust the traditions of
ancient manuscripts, as observed by C. D. Ginsburg, Introduction To the
Ktav
Massoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible New York
n.l.
66 , p,
Publishing House,

6
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security and protection. Again, both

sections feature

interlocking allusions. To cite several illustrations, the eating and the
drinking of verse 2 can be compared with the table and the cup in
verse

. As will be noted

the house of the Lord.
and

ends with

the

below, pastures in verse 2
Finally, one observes that

Divine

a synonym for
the Psahn begins

is

tetragrammaton, God's personal

Yahweh.

name

The evidence then is that the passage is a unity and
is not dealing with one or two psahns that have been oined

certainly
artificially .2
Still, a number of scholars have been bothered by this switch in
imagery, the presupposition being that one author could not combine
in a single piece two themes. To eliminate this duality of imagery,
recourse is made to textual emendation. The suggestion was first made
by E. Power that table shull^an in verse be changed to arms,
fshelah .^ This latter word appears as part of the compound name of
Mr. Senior Citizen in the Bible, Methuselah, literally, man of the
spear. Power's suggestion was later picked up and expanded by

Morgenstern.4

Thus

is to read

verse

You put a spear in front of me
The oil is then the oil that is used

in the presence of mine enemies.
to salve the wounds of the

sheep,

as

in Isa.

7 and Luke

cup is the shallow trench where the sheep obtains its
water. All of this is suggestion, of course, and is
textual emandation due to

of the Lord

as

shepherd

is

a

case

2.

.
4.

we

are

God's

sheep.

refreshing
contingent

on

the

alleged dittography. The image
only to the Bible but to the
E ually distributed in Scripture is

of

common

literature of the ancient Near East.
the idea that

24. The
drink of

not

There

are seven

references alone in

It is to the credit of the late Professor Umberto Cassuto of the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem that he made shambles of the idea of composite
authorship in the Pentateuch long a sacred bastion of BibUcal scholarship
simply by applying the criteria of stylistic analysis to the whole as we
have done here. See principally his book. The Documentary Hypothesis and
the Composition of the Pentateuch. Trans. Israel Abrahams, Jensalem
The Magnes Press,
6 . Cassuto's commentaries on Genesis and Exodus
may also be consulted with great profit.
The Shepherd's Two Rods in Modern Palestine and Some
E. Power,
2 , p. 44 .
Passages of the Old Testament, Biblica
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXV
J. Morgenstern, Psahn 2
46 ,
-24.

The

the Psalms to Israel

only
fre uently

as

natural that the

as

Shepherd
God's

phrase

Psalm Psalm 2

sheep

6 In

of this introduction it is

light

I shall not want

should follow. Most

in the Old Testament the verb here in

in Isa,

he is

7

uestion is intransitive
is a good shepherd
there is an explicit
not tells as in KJV his
not missing, I am someone.

4, his bread is not lacking. If a
always counting his sheep. Thus, in Jer.

reference to the

sheep, Hence,

shepherd

the

God is attentive to

who

counts

meaning here is, I am
me. I have identity and personahty,

The Hebrew word

Akkadian root

pasture s
nawum, especially

century B. C. cuneiform
Akkadian is

man

texts

a flock of

pasture lands,
why this word has

and

sheep,
finally a

is to be

as

it

connected with the

occurs

in the

from Mari. Its earliest

shepherd also,
of semi-nomads .

then

eighteenth
meaning in

it is translated

explains
Testament,^
meanings
In 2 Sam. 7
it means pasture-land, In Isa.
2 , however, it is the
shack in which the shepherd lives, parallel to tent. For our pur
poses, in Psalm 2 it is a synonym for the Lord's house, as in 2 Sam,
2
and especially Psalm
2, This cannot here be simply a
coincidence, particularly in light of the phrase ''beth Yahweh in verse
6, The verb to lead is also a technical term in Hebrew for allowing
sheep to rest instead of driving them on,

.

Dittography

so

tent

many different

written twice

is

This

in the Old

a

type of copyist's

error

in which

a

mistakenly dupUcated. See some of the
examples listed in G. Archer, A Survey of Old Testament Introduction
64 , p, 4 , In this instance the two words in
Chicago Moody Press,

letter

or

uestion

without
6.

7,
,

even

are

word

a

whole word is

table

and in the presence of. In
the consonants appear

separation

suggested emendation
2 7
74 77 2 7

is

an
as

unvocaUzed text

s h lhningd.

The

s h lhngd.
7

.

F, Brown, S. R, Driver and C, A, Briggs,/ Hebrew and English Lexicon
The Clarendon Press,
62 , p. 627.
of the Old Testament Oxford
, and C. A. Briggs, A Critical and
2, Ezek, 4
Compare Jer,

Edinburgh T,
Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Psalms, Vol.
an interesting parallel to this
is
also
There
2
,
and T. Clark,
27 ,
in the epilogue of the famous Hammurapi Code. In citing his accomplish
I made the peoples rest usfh arbis in
ments as shepherd he says,
and the stem of the Akkadian verb are
The
root
habitations.
friendly
identical with their Hebrew counterparts.

The

The second

phrase

Asbury Seminarian

of this verse, he lead^

me

beside still

waters,

may be translated, by waters which are at resting places he uenches
my thirst. The rendition
uiet waters misses the point of the Hebrew
construction. The substantive

of the waters. For the

particularly
passages
can

rich in

Isa. 4

not do it

There

uiet,

meaning,
In

is not

an

attribute

2
. The verb,
compare Isa.
is used in several of Isaiah's messianic
noun

, He leads the sucklings

themselves .

are

menuhot,

same

water,

to

because they

similar vein compare Isa. 4
.
three notes of interest in the third verse. The verb to
a

simply to re turn. Originally it was a neutral verb,
meaning to force a change in direction, either in the right or the wrong
way. Our passage could read, When I am straying God leads me back
on the right tract
or, God brings back my spirit in the right direction,
it having strayed. The word righteousness seems straight forward
enough. But is it physical or moral The KJV prefers the latter and the
RSV the former. Interestingly, terms for Tightness in Biblical Hebrew
and related languages can have both meanings. Is the author being
deliberately ambiguous at this point, intending the reader to take both
meanings from the word
The phrase for his name's sake is full of meaning. H Name
in the Bible is to be e uated with fame, reputation essence. 2 God's
own reputation is at stake here. If God is the kind of shepherd who
abandons His sheep no one will trust Him.
In verse 4 occurs perhaps the most difficult word s in translating
restore

.

means

Holladay,
.
BriU,
, 2 6.
E. Vogt, The Place in Life' of Ps. 2 , Biblica, XXXIV
Vogt's article, incidentally, is particularly rich and suggestive in observing
the similarities between Psalms 2 and 27 p. 2
-2
.
J. Eaton, Problems of Translation in Psahn 2
f., The Bible Translator,
XVI
6 , 7 .
In the Uterature of the ancient Near East the recurring phrase may his
means
name be blotted out
may he be reduced to non-existence.
If it can be proved absolutely, as has been often suggested, that the
phrase for the sake of is the form of the infinitive in Aramaic of a
terminally weak verb, in this case to answer, then the expression in
to answer according to
comes through something like,
Psalm 2
The Root

.

.
2.

s h ub has been admirably treated by
E.
Sfh ubh in the Old Testament Leden

The Hebrew root

.

his

reputation.

.

.

W. L.

J.

The

Shepherd Psalm

Psalm 2

the

original text of Psalm 2 , the valley of the shadow of death.
Septuagint and the Targums have taken shadow of death
as composed of two words shadow and death. The
problem, however,
is that compound words in Hebrew are very rare, if not altogether
absent.
xhe exceptions are, of course, words like Hallelu ah , or
proper names, but these are different. Recently, D. W. Thomas has
offered a study of salmawet in the Old Testament. 4 His general
conclusion is that the word death is used here to give a superlative
force to shadow, thus very deep/thick darkness. The word is found
most often in Job. There it is mostly a term for the underworld as in
Both the

6 6 2

and best of all

7.

The Psalmist next states that God's rod and staff comfort him.

How do

they

comfort him

In the

sense

that

they give

him reassurance,

feeling of security. Perhaps what lies behind the uaint translation of
the KJV can be seen in our expression, giving aid and comfort to the
a

enemy. Incidentally, this is the same verb, in a different stem, that is
throughout Scripture for God's repenting. Note in this verse that
the author switches the person of the pronoun. Previously, when speak
ing of God, he used he. Now he uses you. There is a reason. In
the earher part of the Psalm the writer has been speaking of God the
shepherd in general terms. Now he is talking about his own awareness
of and personal relationship to God, hence a change in pronoun as the
language becomes more intimate.
the imagery changes from God as shepherd to God as
In verse
host. God is the host giving hospitality to a guest. Important here is an
understanding of the law of hospitality in the Old Testament simply,
the host is entirely responsible fCi his guest and must protect him at
all cost. The first example of this is Lot who must defend his visitors
from his degraded townsmen. 6 On at least two occasions this law of
used

.

This statement will

examples

4.

D. W. Thomas,

Studies
.

from the

62 ,

now

have to bear

Ugaritic

Salmawet in the Old
pp.

The careful reader of

-2

some

re-examination in

Gen.

- 4.

of

Testament, Journal of Semitic

.

Scripture

will want to pay attention to such detail.
some it is of

Although this may appear only as a slight technicaUty, to
great significance here and elsewhere in exegeting the Bible.
6.

light

texts.

The

hospitality

Asbury
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Jael's
guest s
guest Sisera, ^ and Jehu's preconceived plan of
murder of Baalist priests under the false pretense of inviting them to a
religious service in their temple. The choice of the Psalmist's imagery
here should be obvious. To express his complete reliance on God he
employs the image of God as host. And further, God does this in the
violated when the host murdered his

was

murder of her

presence of the author's enemies. The enemies have to stand and watch
the ruler protect his own, and they are powerless to intervene.
God

doing

this in full view and not

privately.
only all of this, but God also anoints his head with oil. At
this point a comparison with the words of Jesus in Luke 7 46 is
enticing. The custom of anointing the King with oil at his coronation
Sam.
is well documented in the Old Testament such as
.
that
not
God
The implication of the Psalmist then is
only entertains
him and protects him, but also treats him royally. If we are allowed to
state it collo uially, God is giving me the red carpet treatment. 2
In verse 6 the author reaches the climax of this paean of praise. Good
The verb is a colorful
ness and mercy shall pursue and overtake him.2
is

Not

one, and is often used in the

Scripture

in

a

military

context of

troops

pursuit of each other. The writer's enemies pursue him to kill him.
God pursues him to lavish him with His benificences. The author does
in

not have to search for it. Is this the

hound of heaven idea

The translation of the last verb in the Psalm is
As it is

pointed

out in the Hebrew text the translation

I will return to the house of the

7.

Jud. 4

Lord, from

the root

problemmatical.

should be, and
s h ub, rathei

7-2 .

-2 .

Kgs.

.

2

.

In Tell el Amama text No.

, lines

-

a

minor chieftan

praises

the

Egyptian Pharaoh in the third person, May the King the Pharaoh give
gifts unto his servants i.e., himself while our enemy look on. J. A.
Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln,

64 , 4

2 .

For two

Eccl.

Vol.

.

apparently contrasting ideas about anointing with oil compare
positive and Amos 6 6 negative, especially in Ught of Samarian

snobbishness .
2 .

Otto Verlagsbuchhandlung,

Goodness and mercy occur only here in the Bible in this ad acent
each other. Limitations of space do not allow us the careful

position with
exegesis these

two Hebrew words deserve.

The

than

have

Shepherd

yas h ab . To
suggested either

Psalm Psalm 2

dwell many commentators
emendation in the text or a different

maintain the KJV
a

slight

vocalization of the consonantal
maintain the Hebrew text in its

dwell

on

text.22
present

It is

possible, however,

state and also the

the basis of Northwest Semitic evidence and other

information .2

to

rendering
corallary

In any case, the Psalmist gratefully concludes on this
felicitous note, Wherever I am in the world I shall have God's divine

protection.

22.
2 .

Can

we

ask for

Briggs,

op. cit., p. 2
M. Dahood ,Psalms

and

Company Inc.,

anything more

.
-

66 ,

of the Anchor Bible
p.

4 .

New York

Doubleday

WHAT'S IN A TRANSLATION

John N. Oswalt
It has often been

argued that, with the multiplicity of fine
Enghsh translations available, the Bible student need not master the
original languages. This is especially argued of pastors today. With all
the work of counseling and caUing, and of administering a
burgeoning
program, it is said, skill in the Biblical languages is a luxury too costly
to maintain. All of this depends to a great extend upon one's con
ception of the role of the pastor. If his primary role is to be an ex
pounder of the eternal Word of Truth, certainly no skill which makes
that Word more lucid and understandable can be termed a luxury.
Those in the Reformed and Lutheran traditions

minded that

are

often

re

precedent for this latter position, but
it is no less true for the followers of Wesley and Asbury. Both of these
founding fathers of Methodism stressed the importance of the original
languages to their young preachers. It is especially interesting that
Asbury should do so, seeing that he himself had only six years of
they

have clear

formal education and

was

rigors of wilderness travel
ournal notes that while
let him read on horseback as Wesley

shackled with the

and constant administrative tasks. Yet his
America's

did,
new

rough

roads would not

it still gave him opportunity to work on his Hebrew.
But perhaps the situation is changed now with the number of

English

translations which have

Assistant Professor of Biblical

Seminary.
.

come

Languages

and

into existence since the

days

Literature, Asbury Theological

Journal and Letters of Francis Asbury, ed. by Elmer T. Clark, J. Manning
. Vol. I,
Potts, and Jacob S. Pay ton. Nashville
Abingdon Press,
7 .

What's In A Translation

of the Reformers and the

EvangeUcal Awakening, Certainly God's
providence
possible for the most untrained layman to
perceive and even preach the truths of Scripture. But what of the depths
and nuances which will feed and ground and lead on to maturity
Can he who is charged with expounding the Truth afford to depend on
translations alone
He cannot. Whenever there is an ambiguity, a
possibility of several meanings in the original, a translator must often
make a choice, choosing one meaning or the other for his translation.
At this point of choice, a number of factors come into play, not the
least of which is the theological inclination of the translators. The
result is a colored translation which is more limited than is the original.
He who would teach the Bible ought to be able to go behind this
has made it

limitation.
An

example of

problem of translations may be found in
6, where the ark and
parallel, I Chronicles
God's relationship to it are being discussed. The underlying uestions
are
what was the significance of the ark in Hebrew worship and what
this

II Samuel 6 2 and its

does this say of the Hebrew concept of God For some years it has
been customary among Old Testament scholars to think of the ark as
a portable throne upon which were two
sphinxes winged lions with

heads upon whose backs, in turn, sat the invisible deity. This
reconstruction is based on examples of such thrones from the Ancient

human

� 2 for a description of Solomon's throne,
see I Kings
along somewhat similar lines and upon the fact that no certain
descriptions of cherubim are given in Scripture,
The description of the ark given in Exodus 2
�22 seems to
be substantially different from that ust mentioned. Here the stress
is upon its nature as a box or container which is the Hteral meaning
of ark . Its primary significance was as a depository for the covenant
and thus as a witness to the gracious initiative of God within history
for man's redemption. It was because of its importance as a witness
to His nature that God chose to speak from between the cherubim,
not because it was His earthly throne. In contrast, the scholarly
reconstruction denies the primacy of the covenant theme and makes
the divine kingship of Yahweh and His invisibility the primary aspects
of early Hebrew worship.
To the ordinary believer, it is hard to understand how scholars
can ignore what seems to be the clear teaching of the Exodus passage
and maintain that the ark was originally nothing more than a throne
for the invisible deity. This is made possible by the JEDP theory of

Near East

made
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the origins of the Pentateuch.
According to this theory, among other
things, the details of Hebrew worship were not finalized until very
late, around the time of Ezra. The Exodus description, then, is a late
reinterpretation of whatever the Ark's original nature may have been.
Scholars who hold this position look to Judges, Samuel and
Kings for
pictures of early Israel's actual worship.
For this reason, the passage in II Samuel and I
Chronicles is of
special interest. Does it support the Exodus description or the scholarly

The passage reports that David has set out to
bring
the ark of God which is described as

reconstruction

up from there

Kiriath-Jearim

follows
II Samuel 6 2
-

whose

name

is called

by

the

name

dwelleth between the cherubim.
�

which is called

enthroned
�

on

which bears the

upon the cherubim.
�

by

the

which is called

name

RSV

of the Lord of

NEB
by the

name

seated upon the cherubim.
I Chronicles
�

of the Lord of hosts who sits

name

the cherbuim.

of the Lord of hosts that

KJV

An

hosts, who

is enthroned

of the Lord of hosts who is

American

Trans.

6

the

Lord,

that dwelleth between the cherubims

sic

whose

is called upon it.
KJV
which is called by the name of the Lord who sits enthroned

name
�

above the cherubim.
-

RSV

the Lord enthroned upon the cherubim, the ark which bore

his name^.
�

the Lord who is seated

on

An American Trans.
rigidly literal translation of

the

cherubim, that is called by the

Name.
A

would read

as

the Hebrew of the two passages

follows

I Samuel 6 2
�

a.

which is called upon it the

which bore his name,

name

of the

name

probable reading Heb. obscure.

of Yahweh of

NEB

What's In A Translation

hosts the sitter
I Chronicles
-

dweller

of the cherubim.

6

Yahweh the sitter

is called Name

dweller
.2

a name

of the

cherubim who

which

The

ma or uestion in both passages concerns the treatment of
yoseb hakkerubim, the sitter of the cherubim. The three modern
translations all

supply

preposition which is not in the Hebrew,
upon.
Version, apparently on the basis of
Exodus 2 22 where God is said to speak from between the cherubim,
supplies between. In addition, the modern translations opt for
aspects of the primary meaning of ysb, to set, rather than for the
derived meaning to dwell as does the Authorized. The two most
popular translations, RSV and NEB, go a step farther, translating
on

enthroned

in

the cherbuim.

on

Clearly,
arguing for

enthroned

a

The Authorized

or

on

the

on

the basis of these translations
throne

conception
ustifiable

the cherubim

verb

one

would be warranted

of the ark. But is the translation
A check of the usage of the

ysb as sit reveals that whenever the thing sat upon is specified
the appropriate preposition appears in the text. Thus, he sat upon
the throne would appear as yasab ^al hakkisse'. The absence of the
preposition in the present references may be only coincidence, but one
is led to wonder if there was not some specific reason for it.
Beyond this, why should sit be drawn out to enthroned
It is argued from several references in the Psahns that to sit in certain
contexts implies acting as king, or royal udge. Thus 2 4, the sitter in
the heavens will laugh
, The Lord will sit forever, his seat throne
is estabhshed for udgment
2
, The Lord sits on the flood, the

2.

Obviously,

the Chronicles passage offers

some

serious difficulties of inter

pretation, as indicated by the variety in the translations. The Hebrew
relative particle is ambiguous in that unless the context is clear, which it
is not here, it is impossible to be certain whether it refers to a thing
here, the ark or a person here, God . The American Translation preserves
uncertainty with the e ually ambiguous Enghsh word that. Also,

this

this translation is the least
the clause,

Yahweh

relying

was

on

periphrastic

the fact that

'The Name.

in its

m

handUng of the remainder of
a euphemism for

late Judaism
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2
2 , He who sits from of old
will
to
sit
forever.
Lam.
Lord,
However,
grant
the cogency of the argument in these occurrences implies nothing
O

with respect to the Samuel/Chronicles passages, for the two situations
are
uite unlike. Psalms is poetic with an accompanying heavy use

of

metaphor.

The context with its references to eternaUty, ma esty and
lends
credence
to the argument. On the other hand, Samuel and
power
Chronicles are prose accounts purporting to be factual. There is nothing
in

the context which

scholarly assumption.

implies

Where does this leave us

upon something

If nowhere else in

leave out the

neither demanded

highly likely

enthronement if

nor

likely

preposition,

one

Scripture

and since

in this context, what is

this writer that the

preposition

discounts prior
does

sitting

enthroned

being

said

It

is

seems

consciously left out
possibility
Moreover, since dwell
in
a
certain
is
an
habitually -Sifting
place
aspect of this verb, perhaps
something like the following is intended the One who is customarily
present with respect to the cherubim. This is the place where God
to

to avoid the very

was

of the throne idea.

makes Himself known because of its witness to his covenant-nature.
It is not his

earthly residence KJV

nor

his

earthly throne.

While these

findings make the Authorized Version the least offensive at this place
it admits the insertion of the preposition and inserts one in harmony
with other scripture , they do not constitute a carte blanche support
of that version. In numerous instances, it too needs to be corrected by
the original, especially where new understandings of Greek and Hebrew
constructions

are

What's in

available.

a

translation

Generally

an

the faith is at

ade uate handling of the
chips are down, when
is desired, there is nothing

of Biblical material. But when the

ma ority
stake, when enduring edification
like the original.
vast

BIBLICAL VOICES OF PROTEST

George
Hermann Gunkel

recognized

in Old

certain genre

or

and,

A. Turner

recently, Claus Westermann have
literature, especially in the Psalms, a

more

Testament

category of hterature described as laments. Addressed
are expressions of grief or cries of concern,

Jahweh,
personal or national. Within this broad category, not only in the Psalms
but especially in the prophets, is a smaller group recognizable as com
plaints. These include complaints about the prosperity of the wicked,
particularly noticeable in Psalms 4 and 7 , Jeremiah 2 - , and in
the Book of Job. This study seeks to pursue the motif of the complaint
further and to isolate more precisely a genre which can be properly
called expressions of protest. Expressed with varying degrees of urgency
the protests are specifically directed to Jahweh.
In prophetic literature a genre has been isolated which is
characterized as the udgments of Jahweh against his people. In many
cases a formal indictment is drawn up with the Lord
appealing to the
conscience of mankind and presenting an individual or the nation as the
the laments

to

defender.^

Examples

king
II Sam.
is

include Nathan's

accused

of murder

parable against David, in which the
the theft of his neighbor's wife

and

2 . Another instance in the accusation against the theft of
Naboth's vineyard and the murder of its owner I K.
. More typical
is Jahweh bringing an indictment against his unfaithful people, as in
Isaiah

�

and Micah 6 2� .

Lord is the accuser, Israel is the
neighboring nations serve as the

In such formal court

defendant,
ury.

scenes

the

and the universe, the hills

or

In the passages to which attention is now called, the situation is
reversed. The Biblical writer is the accuser and Jahweh the defendant.

Professor of Biblical Literature, Asbury

^C.

Theological Seminary.

Westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, pp.

42ff.
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accusing his people of wrongdoing and unfaithful

Instead of the Lord

of
ness, the writer accuses Jahweh of three types of malpractice
In
one instance
even
of
of
and
wrongdoing.
inconsistency,
negligence
�

ury which would
ad udge Israel's God to be either inconsistent, malicious, or incapable of
accomphshing what he set out to do Ex. 2 2 .

Moses is said to have referred to the

Egyptians

as a

God Said To Be Inconsistent
We may first consider accusations of inconsistency on the part of
God. It is recognized that many times Jahweh seems to have acted

inconsistently

as

when he

repented after having created man and decided
deluge or when he determined to destroy the

destroy
ungrateful IsraeUtes in the Sinai desert after he had delivered them from
Egypt or when he sent Israel into captivity after a period of domicile in
the promised land. In each of these cases, this change of attitude was
occasioned by acts of man rather than an alteration in Jahweh' s Ufe
style. Indeed it was an inner consistency which demanded these pun
mankind in the

to

ishments for breach of contract

problem
apparently inexpHcable
The

on

the part of man.

lies in situations in which the Lord's

inconsistency is
grounds.
Here God is accused of being inconsistent with his own principles. Job,
for example, demands Does it seem good to thee to oppress, to despise
the work of thy hands Job
. He continues, Thy hands fashioned
and made me and now thou dost turn about and destroy me. He
pursues the uestion in these words, Remember that thou hast made
me of clay, and wilt thou turn me to dust again
The point is that it is
inconsistent for the Creator to destroy the work of his own creation for
no apparent reason. Certain passages
note the same inconsistency in
with
his
nation
of
his dealings
Israel. The Psalmist reminds the Lord,
thou hast saved us.
.
In days of old
Yet thou hast cast us off
. Ps. 44 � . The Lord is accused of casting off
and abased us.
his congregation after he had redeemed them and of being angry at his
own sheep of his pasture for no discernable reason
Ps. 74 ,2 . The
tragedy itself is bad enough that it seems to discredit God makes it
unbearable. In another Psalm, Thou didst bring a vine out of Egypt
turn again,
see have regard for this vine
Ps.
, 4 . While
most references to Israel's punishment are accompanied by the aware
ness that it is ustly deserved, here no such explanation is provided. The
.

.

.

.

.

.

writer

can

.

.

.

on

rational

.

.

.

.

and cannot be defended

find

.

.

no

ustification

for

this apparent

inconsistency.

Biblical Voices
Even

of Protest

poignant than these examples is the statement of Habak
giving voice to the problem of theodicy at the beginning of the sixth
century when the Chaldean menace appeared on the horizon. Habakkuk
is sure that God is pure and
righteous and hence cannot explain why
God apparently looks upon wrong and is silent when the wicked
swallows up a man more righteous than he Hab.
. He demands
more

kuk

how

long shall this intolerable situation be allowed to continue For
negligent of unchecked evil is held to be inconsistent with his
goodness and his greatness. It would be no problem if God were great
and not good or, on the other hand, if he were
good but not great.
If, however, he is believed to be both great and good, his failure to chal
lenge the encroachment of evil remains inexplicable. The prophet, how
ever, is urged to wait and to trust Hab. 2
-4 .

God to be

God Is A No Show
Another
while

phase
God

normally
Ps. 46

of trouble

of the protest has to do with the recognition that
be expected to be a very present help in time

can

,

there

are

other instances in which the

reverse

is

true, where God is not a very present help in time of need. In many of
these passages, the complaint is that Jahweh hides his face and evades
the issue

Job.

24 Ps.
Ps. 4 24 Ps.

Why do you hide in times of trouble
4 . Other complaints include that of
not appearing when most needed Ps. 22 ,2 . Why has thou forsaken
. cry day by day but thou dost not
me why so far from helping me.
answer me. Jahweh is accused of
forgetting Ps.
, of ignoring the
cries of the poor for help. In the words of Job 24 22 The poor cry for
help yet God pays no attention to their prayer. The Lord is accused of
sleeping when he should be available and responsive Ps. 44 2 . In other
words, God is seen as being a no show when his help is most urgently
-

Ps.

-

.

.

needed.

powerful protests
becoming involved

One of the most
six

to avoid

is attributed to Moses. After
in the matter, Moses goes to

attempts
Pharaoh, in obedience to Jahweh's command, and makes his re uest,
only to find that his re uest is denied. The people's lot becomes more
irksome as a result, and things are then worse instead of better, with
Moses re ected both by Pharaoh and by his own people. Moses had
fulfilled his part of the deal, but complains to God, Thou hast not de
livered thy people Ex.
2 . Thus Moses' contention is more than an
than
an expression of frustration and
more
in uiry,
perplexity. It is an
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outraged protest and accusation of non-compliance on the part of
However, Moses is not rebuked, but the Lord patiently explains
his continuing strategy.
Jahweh.

Wrongdoing
For the Lord to be inconsistent in his

duties is serious

enough,
wrongdoing. Here, protest

but

Lord's failure to do

Moses

as

even more

dealings

serious

are

reaches its climax. In the

he

agreed

or

negligent

in his

accusations of actual
same

context of the

in the confrontation with

Pharaoh,

doing evil and asks, Why hast thou done evil
Ex. 2 . The protest changes from an accusation of inactivity to one
of actually doing evil. Similarily Jeremiah accuses the Lord of
deceiving
him when he finds himself placed in stocks
by Pashur Jer. 2 7 .
Job accuses God of having turned cruel to him
Job.
2 . A serious
accusation of evil doing is voiced in Psahn
7, Thou dost make
us

accuses

the

God of

of

. It is worth
neighbors our enemies laugh.
at
laughed
by one's enemies and neighbors was a
profound embarrassment, as it is voiced in many different

scorn

our

noting

that to be

source

of

.

.

ways.

Another voice

demands, Why dost thou cast us off forever
an in uiry lies in the Psahnist's
poignancy
apparent failure
to see any explanation or reason for this attitude on the
part of Jahweh.
In effect, he is accusing Jahweh of wrongdoing, of a gross in ustice to
the nation. Along the same line is the demand, Why then hast thou
broken the walls of Jerusalem Ps.
2 . No prophet is on hand to
explain that the destruction of the city is the conse uence of national
sin, so the Psalmist is left to brood upon the problem with his uestion
The

of such

unanswered. Another Psaknist is

so

bold

as

to say,

'Thou hast renounced

Ps.
.
accusing
people of breaking the covenant, but here it is Jahwah who is ac
cused of breaking the covenant he himself has devised and that without
ustification.
the covenant

We

are

accustoined to find Jahweh

the

protest is the most sustained and embittered in Psalm
The writer, a devout person, speaks in grateful memory of

But the

44

�24.

proud past in which it was the recipient of great favors from
Jahweh. He reminds the Lord of the deeds he performed in the days of
old when he drove out the nations to make room for Israel. Further, the
writer recalls the foes con uered by the Lord's initiative. However, the
Israel's

past, fragrant with the memories of divine providence, is

no

longer.

Biblical Boices

of Protest

2

Yet now, the Psalmist continues, thou hast cast us off and abased
us. There follows a series of accusations in which God's behavior and
attitude
scattered

are

contrasted

sharply

with his past beneficences.

among the nations. Thou hast sold
no high price for them
Ps. 44
,

Thou has

a trifle
thy people
demanding
2 . This demeaning of
the Israelites has resulted in their becoming a laughing stock among the
nations. Israel's disgrace, deep and unmitigated, would be bearable if it
could be viewed as a punishment that was deserved, but no explanation
is in evidence. All this has come upon us, though we have not forgotten
thee, nor have been false to thy covenant. Our heart is not turned back,
nor have our
steps departed from thy way Ps. 44 7,
.
The Psalmist continues his protestation by claiming that God
knows of their innocence. If we had forgotten the name of our God, or
spread forth our hands to a strange god, would not God discover this
For he knows the secrets of the heart Ps. 44 2 ,2 . Against this in
ustice on the part of Jahweh, the Psalmist has no recourse other than
appealing to Jahweh not only to change, to arise from sleep, to cease
hiding his face, to stop forgetting their affliction, but to rise up and
come to their assistance Ps, 44 2 �26 .
Normally these protests are formed of three components. After a
prologue reviewing Jahweh's gracious dealings in the past, there is a ues
tion prefaced by the interrogative pronoun Why
over 2 times or
How long over
times . Then comes the accusation, usually one of
of
or
inconsistency,
neglect, or even of wrongdoing. This sometimes
is followed by a protestation of innocence on the part of the protestor.
The problem may be alleviated by the admonition to wait a while
longer as with Habakkuk, or, as in the case of Job, a theophany
appears, which leaves the uestioner speechless. More often the problem

for

us

is left unresolved.

Summary
admonition, Wait on the Lord, is fre uently
voiced. As these cases indicate, however patience is sometimes exhausted
and the Lord's delay leads to protests of such intensity that they deserve
separate categorization. When complaints become so acute as to con
stitute protests, they merit recognition as such. When court scenes are
reversed in which Israel is accusing Jahweh of inconsistency, negligence
In

Scripture

the

,

or even

ized

as

such passages deserve isolation
protests against Jahweh.

wrongdoing,

as a

genre character
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to how

could

tain such sentiments and still be considered

a

believer in Jahweh enter

loyal

It is

noteworthy

that

spite of the poignancy of their protest and the ustice with which they
urged it, in no case is there an abandonment of faith. None of the
protesters ended as skeptics. It could be said that it was their faith that
emboldened them to make these demands, to voice these protests. Had
there been less faith, they might have remained inarticulate, brooding
as Koheleth , despairing, or in angry repudiation of Jahweh and their
past. Instead their faith was strongest when they asked and expected
an explanation from Jahweh.

in

BOOK

REVIEWS

C. S. Lewis, Speaker and Teacher, by Carolyn Keefe ed. . Grand
ondervan Publishing Company,
6 pages. .
7 .
Rapids
. .
Here is another in the rash of C. S. Lewis books

and articles ,
by no means the last. Contribu
tions in this anthology
Kilby of Wheaton, Stuart Barton
Babbage of Gordon-Conwell, George Bailey of Harper's, Walter Hooper
of Oxford, Owen Barfield, lecturer and retired London solicitor, and
Editor Carolyn Keefe of West Chester State College in Pennsylvania.
Kilby writes with charm and precision. He is worth reading not
only for the content but also for style. Hooper discusses a scholarly
fraternity to which Lewis belonged and for which he read papers now
and again. Bailey attempts to capture Lewis' university lecture work.
Barfield treats Lewis the conversationalist, and more. Babbage tells
us the story of Lewis' ministry to Royal Air Force men
during the
War. Finally, Carolyn Keefe gives us an inside view of Lewis on the air,
also a short concluding chapter on his voice.
One will read this book with profit. Inevitably such a man as
C. S. Lewis can give us all fresh insight, new perspective, and deepened
appreciation for communication as true art.
Altogether, one is left with the impression that Lewis was
genuine. His lectures were creative and the product of hard work.
His broadcasting, though apparently a pain to him, was done with
great success. His uni ue personality and his brilliant mind come
through to the reader.
and educated

guessing

would suggest
are by Clyde S.

Donald E.

To Apply the

7 . 24

Gospel,

pages.

6.

Edited

.

by

Max Warren. Grand

Apply the Gospel consists
Henry Venn, an Anglican minister
To

Rapids Eerdmans,

of selections from the
who

was

Demaray

closely

writings of

connected with
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the Church

4 to
72.
Missionary Society in England from the year
Venn exerted a powerful influence in shaping the over-all pattern of
the missionary enterprise through the nineteenth century and for several
decades in the twentieth century. In addition, he was able to influence
British colonial policy at several points, particularly with respect to
West Africa. During his life-time Henry Venn wrote numerous articles
in which he set forth his views, convictions and theories about missions.

These articles
Church

were

distributed

Missionary Society,
establishing

privately

among the members of the

and led to the formation of basic

involved in the

of

indigenous

churches

on

principles

the mission

field. Canon Max Warren, who for many years was General Secretary
of the CM.S. and who is widely acknowledged as an authority on

missiology, has made excellent selections from Venn's voluminous
writings. Mission students and administrators will welcome this resource
ful volume.

In the first part of the book the author presents
Henry Venn, his thought and practice, and

tion of

a

brief

a

bibliography

interpreta
of

his writings. The main part of the volume comprises Venn's articles,
dealing with such sub ects as The Coming into Being of a Church,

Calling and Work of a Missionary, 'The Principles of a Missionary
Society, Ecumenicity, The Role of Missions in Promoting Welfare
and Education, and The Relationship between Missions and Govern
The

ments,
Those interested in

a

study

of

indigenous principles for missionary
stimulating and

work in the twentieth century will find this volume

helpful,
John T. Seamands

Parish

Planning, by Lyle E. Schaller. Nashville
,4

pages.

paperback edition

The sub-title of this book is

Church,

The author is

a

he served

as

How to Get

church consultant who

has worked with hundreds of

recently

Abingdon,

congregations

Director of the

Planning

Things

7 . 24

Done in Your

the past decade
each year. Until
uite
over

and Research Center for

Book Reviews

Parish

Development

at

Evangelical Theological Seminary, Napierville,

lUinois.The author of several books in the
and

planning,

he is

2

now on

area

of church administration

the staff of Yokefellow

mond, Indiana.
This volume is the

se uel

Institute, Rich

to the author's former

Local Church Looks to the Future. That book

treatise, The

emphasized

the

impor

definition of purpose, suggested that differences in the
definition of purpose constitutes the greatest single source of tension
of

tance

a

the

churches, and included chapters on specific parish planning
problems such as interchurch cooperation, building planning, and
evangelism.
In this present volume the central emphasis is on finding the
handles for beginning the planning process, on the critical impor
tance of self-evaluation, and on the implementation process or turning
ideas and plans into program and ministry. The opening chapter suggests
that the analogies of a covenant and a pilgrimage provide a helpful
frame of reference for parish planning.
Chapter 2 discusses the budget as a practical way of beginning
parish planning. Recognizing the most subversive force in the local
church today to be institutional blight, the author, in chapter , dis
cusses the nature and form of this problem and offers suggestions toward
in

solution.

The critical nature of evaluation and

discussed in

chapter

urgent need today,

4. The

accountability,

are

implementation process, which is the most
is analyzed and discussed in the fifth chapter.

Chapter 6 relates parish planning to four differing types of churches.
Evangelism the most neglected task of the Church, is emphasized in
chapter 7. The final chapter is a sunmions to the improvement of the
uality of performance in the local congregation.
Pastors and other leaders in the local congregation ought to

master the contents

valid

guidelines

of this book. On the institutional side it contains

for church renewal.

Undoubtedly

when the human

agents in the church do their consecrated best the Holy Spirit will

do the rest and

spiritual plus.

bring

into

the life of the local

congregation the

Frank Bateman

Stanger
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by Charles
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46 pages.
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Torrey.

New York

KTAV

.

Publishing

At the turn of the century considerable debate

was taking place
concerning the chronological order and relative importance of Ezra
and Nehemiah. Traditionally, Ezra has been placed earher and given
relatively more importance. The JEDP theorists agreed, making Ezra
the great synthesizer of the Pentateuch. But the Biblical text presents
several problems for the priority of Ezra. As a result, there were those
who proposed making Ezra, still of great importance,
chronologically
later than Nehemiah. The bulk of scholars today accept this latter view.
In part, this is so because, as noted by William Stinespring in his intro
duction, C. C. Torrey stepped into the controversy with a yet more
radical position. Torrey declared that Ezra was a figment of the
chronicler's imagination, someone upon whom the chronicler could
hang his own historicized theology. This position was so radical that
it made the late-dating of Ezra appear moderate and thus more accept

able.

Torrey

defended this view in

series of articles which

appeared
oined together in book form
and republished in
. Since that time every study of Ezra-Nehemiah
has had to take cognizance of Torrey's work if only in an attempt to
refute it. In view of that continuing significance, KTAV has made this
between

6 and

7.

They

a

were

reprint available.

substantial part of Torrey's investigation centered on the
relation of the book of Ezra to the deutero-canonical II Esdras. Since
A

both appear in the LXX, and yet differ
concluded that they are two editions of

only
one

in

one

incident, Torrey

theological history.

The

considered the relation of Ezra-Nehemiah

ma or part of the study
points of view of literary structure, linguistics
and style, Torrey argued that one man was responsible for all three,
although Ezra and Nehemiah have been subse uently broken apart.
The intervening years have not gained many adherents for
Torrey's position. Evangelicals, whose faith is predicated, in part, on
the historical accuracy of the Scriptures, will find little in Torrey's
conclusions with which to agree. However, his general methodology and
particularly his observations on the interrelations between Chronicles,
second
to

Chronicles. From the

I Esdras and Ezra-Nehemiah

can

be studied with

profit.

John Oswalt
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Bible

Study Sourcebook, by Donald Demaray. Grand Rapids
7 . 6

van,

Formerly

sourcebook
in

known
revised

was

paper

a

.

pages.

back

onder

.

as

by

the Cowman Handbook

Dr.

edition.

Demaray
Actually the

of the Bible,

64 and is

in

is

cover

a

paper that will stand much wear.
The content of this aid to Bible

now

this

available

tough plasticized

study is for the general reader.
ma or parts
charting its cause Our Bible
book by book and Our Bible
persons, places and things. Each part
has three chapters. Near the end of the volume are two apendices.
The first is a series of
thumbnail biographies of Christian leaders
who had a deep interest in the Bible and its application. The second
appendix is a short bibhography of Bible study tools for the serious
student. Following the appendices is a set of Rand-McNally maps of
high uality, A comprehensive index to persons, places and topics
There

are

comes

Our Bible

three

at the

end.

throughout is conservative in matters relating to the
composition, date and authorship of each book and strongly evangelical
in regard to uestions of authority and inspiration.
The volume does not contain evaluations of opposing views on
controversial matters it is not constructed with the technically-trained
Bible student in mind. But the busy pastor or Sunday School teacher
The stance

will find here

a

wealth of information,

G, H,

Companion to the Hymnal
Hymnal, by Fred D. Gealy,
7 .
Nashville
Abingdon,

A Handbook to the
Austin C,
766 pages.

Livingston

64 Methodist

Lovelace, Carlton R, Young,
.

,

compiling the volume used material common to
all hymnody. Dr, Gealy, a distinguished hymnologist and professor
in the Methodist Theological School in Ohio, also served as consultant
64 Methodist Hymnal, Dr, Lovelace is
on liturgical music for the
Minister of Music at Montview Boulevard Presbyterian Church in
The authors in

2
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Denver, Colorado, and teaches organ

at Temple Buell College in Denver.
editor of The Methodist Hymnal, is associate professor of
Church Music in the Perkins School of
Theology and the School of the
Arts, Southern Methodist University, Dallas.

Dr.

Young,

This volume is based

on

the

64 edition of The Methodist

Hymnal.
In Part I- General Articles -Dr.
and

hymn

survey of

texts of the church

hymn

the

psalms

Dr. Lovelace presents a
tunes and Dr. Young discusses American

Methodist hymn books.
In Part II- Comments
on

Gealy analyses

on

Texts and Tunes -the material

the texts and tunes in

Part III contains brief

arranged alphabetically.
Biographies of Composers, Arrangers,

Authors and Translators.

Part IV contains

an

extensive

Bibliography

and Indexes.

This well-documented and

attractively written volume is designed to
by all students of hymnology. The book will be an excellent
reference for present and future generations.

be used

Frank Bateman

The

ondervan Pictorial Bible Atlas, by E. M. Blaiklock. Grand
6 . 4
. .
pages, plus maps.

ondervan,

This well

printed

and bound volume is

designed

as

a

Stanger

Rapids

reference

work, supplementing ondervan's Pictorial Bible Dictionary, Topical
Bible, and Matthew Henry Commentary. The book contains over 2
pictures in monochrome and black and white and two separate sets
the Trans-Vision and the Rand McNally maps. The text con
of maps
tains several smaller maps and diagrams both of regions and of cities.
This Atlas follows the familiar plan of providing geographical back
ground to Bible history, beginning with Genesis and concluding with
the expansion of the church to the end of the first century of our era.
In addition, there are chapters dealing with the cities of the Bible,
archaeology, languages, and geology. The contributors include an inter
national team Merrill Tenney and Barton Payne from Wheaton, R. K.
Harrison from Canada, D. R. Bowes, J. M. Houston, F. F. Bruce from

Book Reviews
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England Australia and New ealand are also well represented by
E. A. Judge, W. F. Richardson, and J. A. Thompson. Chapters
dealing
with BibUcal history present a general orientation to the
sube ct, slanted
toward geography. There are few footnotes, but some of the
chapters
have helpful classified bibliographies at the end.
Chapters dealing with the Old Testament by R. K. Harrison are
written in

The

same

portion. There are indices of both Scripture and sub ect references.
One of the more valuable portions of the volume would
appear
be the appendices, which are more specialized. The worth of the

ment
to

a clear, concise manner with careful attention to
accuracy.
is true of the work of Bruce and Tenney on the New Testa

book would have been increased had there been more documentation
in the form of footnotes guiding the reader to primary sources. For
those desiring an introduction, an over-all orientation, this attractive
volume is both readable and informative. The format is conveniently
broken into segments which make the contents readily accessible.

George

A. Turner

Studies in Biblical and Semitic Symbolism, by Maurice H. Farbridge.
New York KTAV Publishing House,
7 . 2
4. .
pages.
This is another volume in KTAV

reprints

Pubhshing

House's series of

in the field of Biblical Studies. The book first

appeared in
outgrowth of the author's article on Semitic symboUsm in
Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. Given the present great
interest in myth and symbol and their significance for Old Testament
studies, this is a timely volume.
As is characteristic of this series, a prolegomenon by a current
author opens the work. Herbert G. May has contributed a lengthy and
helpful introduction. He notes the contributions to the sub ect in the
years since the first printing and presents a cogent criti ue of the
author's approach from the vantage point of fifty years.
Farbridge develops his topic in the following manner. The first
chapter deals with the development of symbolism in general, and with
that of Biblical symbolism in particular, A concept of straight-line
evolution from lower to higher and lesser to greater is clearly evident.
There follow three chapters devoted to specific Biblical symbols. The
treatment of numbers is extensive. The significance of three, seven,
ten and forty is discussed at length. The three remaining chapters deal
2
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larger world of the Ancient Near East, first with the symbols
Mesopotamian pantheon, then those associated with burial
and mourning and finally, a chapter on miscellaneous symbols.
Criticisms of Farbridge's work are well summed up by May. The
wealth of material which has come to light in the years since . 2 has
shown that the significance of symbols is much more complicated than
Farbridge thought. It is also clear that he was too much enamored of
Frazer's idea that development of religion was the same all over the
world and that principles which applied to one religion or culture
necessarily applied to all. For example, his statement that zoomorphic
deities were worshipped before anthropomorphic deities is an assump

with the

used of the

tion

which

Especially

be

cannot

in his

chapter

documented from the Ancient Near East.
on numbers, many unfounded con ectures

appear because of the author's faith in his principles. However, given
to guide one around the pitfalls, the over-simpli

May's prolegomenon

fication of the book may be its greatest virtue. It will make a good
introduction to the sub ect, free of the complexities which only con
fuse the beginner and often the scholar .
John Oswalt

Design for Discipleship, by J. Dwight Pentecost. Grand Rapids
van,

7 .

pages.

.

onder

.

meaning of discipleship.
Some have e uated it erroneously with salvation, often making it a
condition for becoming a Christian. In this volume the author has

Many

Christians do not understand the

presented what he considers to be a Biblical doctrine of discipleship.
J. Dwight Pentecost, Professor of Bible Exposition at Dallas
Theological Seminary, is also the minister of the Grace Bible Church in
Dallas, Texas. He
There is
with

a

is the author of four other volumes.

spiritual progression

the curious

who

are

in Christian

discipleship.

It

begins

learners of the truth of Christ. But

the

curious become
convinced, who accept the truth of Christ's
person and His words. Yet Christian discipleship is more than this. It
the

involves commitment. We become disciples when, convinced by the
Word of God, we commit ourselves totally to Jesus Christ. Discipleship
means the voluntary submission of one's self and hfe to the authority

Book Reviews

of the Word of God

as

revealed

by

Jesus Christ.

Much of the book is devoted to
the

Biblically-based

a

discussion of

may be summarized in this

re uirements of discipleship. These

manner

.

2.

discipleship.
authority over every area of one's
hfe, including material possessions, business, family
Love is the New Testament

Christ has absolute

badge

of

life.
.

The

4.

The

.

The

disciple
disciple

is

a man

is

a

of prayer.

servant.

ministry of the disciple is

to communicate to

others about Jesus Christ.
6.
7.

preeminent thing in Christ's call to His disciples
was personal intimate fellowship with Himself.
Discipleship necessitates a willingness to suffer the

The

hatred of the world for Christ's sake.
.

In the final

reckoning,

the

disicple

will be found to

have been faithful.

Frank Bateman

Stanger

Philosophy and Christian Thought, by Delwin Brown, Ralph E.
Bobbs-Merrill Co.,
James, Jr., and Gene Reeves editors . New York

Process

7 . 4

6.

pages.

paperback .

Philosophy was thought, especially in the 'forties and
'fifties,
bridge between the scientific world and Christian Faith.
Much of its popularity rested upon the stature of Alfred North Whitehead,
whose interest in religious matters seemed to commerid his general philo
sophical outlook to Christian theologians who were seeking a natural
theology for our century.
This collections of essays pursues the uestion of the viability of
the Process Philosophy in our decade. The writers apply the metaphysical
categories of Whitehead to theological formulation. They raise most of
the older problems, and some new ones of their own. Among the perennial
problems are the ade uacy of any philosophical approach to theology,
the personality of God, the too-close identification of 'God' with a nature
The Process
to

afford

a
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ambiguous and amoral, and the uestion of ultimate origina
things.
In addition, the authors of the essays in this volume are concerned
with such uestions as the relation of Process Philosophy to faith, the
uestion of evil, and the tension between human creative sub ectivity and
'God' as a reality which in some sense transcends nature. The articles are
which

seems

tion of

written, and in the main survey the works of Alfred North Whitehead
and Charles Hartshorne. For the reader who wishes to understand the
metaphysics of their positions, the work is valuable. Not all will find the

well

Whiteheadian metaphysics ade uate
and Christian faith in particular.

as a

basis for

religious

faith in

general,

Harold B. Kuhn

The Doctrine

of Merits

of
Anthropomorphism,
R. J. wi Werblowsky.
Doctrine

pages.

4.

This

in Old Rabbinical Literature. The Old Rabbinic

The Names and Attributes of God. II. Essays in
by A. Marmorstein. Reprints. New introduction by

God. I.

New York

.

Ktav,

reprint will be of considerable

few Christians will

sense

cepts. The tendency of
the Old Testament

the need for

6 .

vol. in

interest to the

concern

and/or

allegations

scholar, but

with old rabbinical

most Christians is to think of

biased

. XXVIII

based

too
con

Judaism in terms of
the ignorance of

on

others. The literature of the/ ancient rabbis is closed because it has been
ignored or because it demands the high price of studying Hebrew.

Jewish theology is not monolithic, but must, as Professor Werblow
in the prolegomenon, be
indicates
ualified with reference to the
sky,
in
and
circle
which
the
theological notions under discussion
period, place
were

actually

enunciated. Even within the Rabbinic

period,

the material

is vast, and there are differences between the Tannaitic teachers
teachers of the Mishnaic period and those of the Amoraic period i.

i.
e.

e.

of

post-Mishnaic period , between South and North, between Palestine
and Babylon, Alexandria and Jerusalem. Thus the reference to Rabbinic
doctrines is not to a solidified system of thought.
Chapters of interest in the second volume of this three-in-one
reprint deal with the pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton, the names
of God in the Bible and Rabbinic synonyms for God. Christians
will be interested that among the ninety-one synonyms catalogued is
the

/ U

U

2X

Father

in Heaven J.
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This volume will probably have little attraction for anyone not
capable of using Hebrew, but a study of the Rabbis ought to be appealing

because

of

concern

for

the

historical context of

early Christianity.

William B. Coker

Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Volume VII. by Gerhard
Translated by Geoffrey W. Bromiley. Grand Rapids
4 pages. 2 . .
7 .
Eerdmans,
Friedrich.

publication by Eerdmans of the seventh volume of Kittel
brings
Enghsh edition within seven years and one volume of the
German. Again the translator-editor and the publisher are to be com
mended for the high priority given to this pro ect.
The volume, which covers only the letter 2, is the third of the post
war volumes and, more than any of the others, takes into account the
evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Of the thirty-six scholar-contributors,
fully one-third contributed to the first volume. Interestingly enough,
this is the first volume to be without the outstanding philological
talents of Rudolf Bultmann. On the other hand, one-third of the con
tributors appear for the first time in this ustly famous work. It contin
ues to be a
German work, not utilizing the recognized philological
skills of C.FX . Moule, et.al.
Among the more significant articles are those on HvSdovKuioa
by R. Meyer who derives the term from adok, twin articles by Eduard
Schweizer on aap and aco/xa both articles leave us waiting for the
final volume where the theological significance of these terms will be
discussed in the article on pvxn ', 2ua i^ lepovgaXt iJ. by Fohrer and
Lohse or iJieiop by the venerable K.H. Rengsdorf aui'a7 J7T7 by Wolfgang
Schrage and finally the useful material under vu-nera, including more
than a dozen compound words relating directly to Pauline Christology.
Occasionally one observes a kind of lack of proportion or per
spective as for example in the article on ao ta which runs to more than
sixty pages. But only ten discuss the New Testament expressions
The

the

,

4
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and in

spite

remains
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starting points in biblical theology,
against Kittel, his work remains

of certain valid criticisms

of the great source books for biblical study. If it is imperfect, it is
only because finite men have produced it. If it is at times harmful, it is
one

only because finite

it. Like every other reference

men use

be used with discernment. But this caveat must not turn
Kittel. Sell your

,

and

buy

work,

one

it is to

away from

the volume.

Robert W.

Listening

to the

7 .

Church, by Virgil Wesley Sexton. Nashville
2.7 .

pages. Price

significance

The

Lyon

Abingdon,

of this book is that it attempts to reveal what
thinking today. The

the grass roots in a ma or denomination is
importance of the material is reenforced by the

widely -representative

response upon which it is based. Responses were received from eightytwo of the eighty-three United Methodist Annual Conferences. Over

22,
survey instruments were used. Though they were designed for
individuals, about sixty percent were used as a basis for group discussion

and response. Reporting groups ranked in size from six to over three
hundred. A church leader observed that this has been the widest
response

ever

known in Methodist denominational circles.

Chapters

and 2 present

drawn from months of

studying

general observations
discussing the responses

some

and

to the survey instrument.

general trends in the thinking
of United Methodists about religious and ethical issues,
viewed both personally and socially.
and 6 deal with what United Methodists
Chapters
issues.
deem sharp
focus on denominational needs in
Chapters 7 and
Chapters

particular.
own

and 4 discuss

What do United Methodists think about their

denomination

denomination itself

What needs to be done within the

Book Reviews

Chapter

discusses issues in the church which may now
specific concerns which must

be considered dead and also
be dealt with
In

now.

light of responses to the survey, a closing chapter
commitment, nurture, and
emerging priorities
renewal 2 a better style of denominational operation
theological
reflection and witness 4 concerns for persons
concerns for ustice
and development 6 cultural concerns 7 human survival concerns.
This volume is must reading for laymen, ministers, adminis
trators, and theological educators who operate within the frame
work of United Methodism and Wesleyan theological emphases.
Incidentally, it contains some abbing material about the gap which
now seems to exist between the local church and the theological
the

enumerates seven

seminary.

The book reenforces what

and ecclesiastical

spiritual
for taking

an

this reviewer believes to be valid

presuppositions.

honest, realistic look

at

itself.

The Church is

2

Such

an

responsible

evaluation of

itself must not lose the New Testament note upon commitment as
the distinguishing characteristic of the Church as a redemptive agency.

discovery of weakness and needs in the Church is not
sufficient ground for immediately seeking the abohshment of the Church
as an institution.
4 For the Church, as for any other contemporary
renewal
will come only through the acceptance of and
institution,
to
The future of the
ad ustment
accelerating change in the world.
Church is dependent upon a proper focus and an authentic set of
priorities.
The

mere

Frank Bateman

Stanger

English Bible Companion to the New Testament Oxford and
Cambridge, by A. E. Harvey, Oxford University Press and Cambridge
7 .
. .
University Press,
pages.
TTie New

The author, formerly of Christ Church, Oxford, has made
available a very useful study manual to be used along with the reading
of the NEB. Initiated at the suggestion of C. H. Dodd, chairman of
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committee, the book is designed primarily for laymen.
respects this work is much like a one-volume commen

some

tary, but it is without the usual general or introductory articles found

in such commentaries. The reader is given a maximum amount
of comment on the text itself, which after all is what a commentary
should be. The amount of space given to each book seems udicious,
although at one point, viz., the synoptic gospels, a particular critical
theory comes through. One notes that the commentary on Mark extends
for
pages while that for Luke only 7 pages. This, however, is not
a

criticism of the

in each

gospel

work, since it is really unnecessary

material that is

common

to two

or

to

discuss in detail

three of them. At

an acceptance of widely held critical views,
example, in Mark 4 2ff where the interpretation of the parable
is regarded as non-dominical and at variance with the real or at least
original meaning of the parable. Unfortunately we have become used to
this type of note, even though worthy scholars have challenged the
assumptions. The author's comment is, however, typical of the theo
logical orientation of the entire work. On the whole this volume can
be useful in many ways to the beginning student. It includes a number
of clear, yet simple, maps for both the gospels and Acts, but is other
wise free of additional
aids
such as bibliography and indices.

times the comment reflects
as, for

Robert W.

Contemporary Old Testament Theologians, edited by Robert B.
7 . 22 pages.
. .
Valley Forge, Pa., Judson Press,

Lyon

Laurin.

This anthology, edited by Robert Laurin of the American Bap
Seminary of the West, is apparently designed primarily for the
classroom, but it will no doubt find broader use. Each of the seven
essays surveys the thought of a ma or Old Testament theologian, des
cribing in turn the arrangement and content of Old Testament theology,
the relationship between faith and history, and the relationship between
the Old and New Testaments, as developed by the theologian under
consideration. This treatment is then generally followed by a short
criti ue and a selected bibliography. Theologians included are von Rad,
Eichrodt, Procksch, Vriezen, Jacob, Knight, and Imschoot. Essayists
tist

range from G. Henton Davies of Oxford to David Hubbard of Fuller
Seminary, as well as editor Laurin.

Book Reviews
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Reaction to this collection will be mixed. It would perhaps find
wider acceptance and use if it had not been pubUshed, written and
edited entirely by Baptists. The essays vary greatly in length, uality
and

Still the book does fulfill

important function in
ma or approaches
taken to Old Testament theology today. If not used to avoid study
of the theologians themselves it may help both students and pastors to
achieve a theologically profound synthetic view of the Old Testament.
Anything that will contribute to the achieving of this goal is to be
concerns.

allowing

the reader

uick

access

to

an

an

overview of the

welcomed.

Donald W.

The Concordia

House,

7 .

Pulpit for
7 pages.

This volume of
cal characters.

Mo.

72. St. Louis

7.

.

sermons

Concordia

Dayton

Publishing

for the Church Year is based upon Bibli

Twenty Lutheran clergymen contribute 72

all. An examination of the whole reminds

sermons

in

of Karl Barth's

remark,
preparing a sermon, the preacher has the Bible in one hand and the
daily newspaper in the other. The sermons are steeped in the historic
one

In

faith and focused
idea

on

the contemporary

scene.

Someone has said that

Joshua,
Moreover, a
freshness and directness often accompanies flashes of disturbing truth
illustrations of intensely human interest often vivify the abstract and
the spirit of evangelicalism pulsates throughout. The variety of approach
used by the several preachers should itself make an interesting study.
to

get

an

Stephen,

Clarity

across

you must wrap it up in

Judas Iscariot and

of

sermon

a

host of others

outline facilitates

a

person. Here

come

to life.

comprehension.

prove resourceful not only in preaching
preaching on Biblical characters.

on

This volume will

the Church Year but in

James D. Robertson

The

Come

Help Change

2 7 pages.

4.

Campus

movements in

the

.
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World, by Bill Bright. Old Tappan

Crusade for Christ is
our

time.

Today

one

more

of the most

Revell,

7 .

dynamic evangelistic

than two thousand full-time staff

conduct various crusade ministries around the world, and the work is grow
ing. These twentieth-century Christian revolutionaries are out to fulfill the

our generation. If one would know how
they intend
let
him
read
this book.
it,
Written by the founder and director of the movement, here is the
account of God's leading in this vision since its beginning more than

great commission in
to do

twenty years ago. Bill Bright tells the story with candor and simplicity.
It throbs with the excitement of

nothing

is

a man

who has discovered that with God

impossible.
Campus

The secret of

Crusade's phenomenal growth is attributed
the
author
to
three
basic
criteria
Dedication to exalting Jesus
by
Christ and His cause in every circumstance 2 a strong emphasis on the

ministry of the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer and
special, de
for
staff
member.
Few
Christian
tailed, comprehensive training
every
have
succeeded
well
in
so
both
organizations
giving evangelism
spiritual
motivation and practical implementation.
Doubtless this reviewer's reaction to the book is colored by his
personal ac uaintance with the movement. He knows many of the men and
women who have invested their lives in this ministry not a few have been
his own students. They are among the most gifted, dedicated, oyous
people one will ever find. It is to be hoped that many reading this book
will feel its challenge to help change the world,
Robert E. Coleman

Tradition Old and New, by F, F, Bruce, Grand
4 pages, 2,
paperback .

Rapids

ondervan,

7 .

The Free Church tradition has tended to view with suspicion every
appeal to the authority of the past, and has caused the Church, at times

at least, to cut herself off from the funded experience of other generations.
Professor F. F. Bruce has taken a new look at the uestion of the manner

Book Reviews

EvangeUcals should view the wisdom of the past, especially of
biblical times. The slogan back to the Bible sounds persuasive but it
may be asked whether any generation, and particularly ours in this fastmoving world, is in a position to build from the ground up in matters
theological and religious.
in which

This weU-written volume reminds

much broader and

us

that the term 'Tradition' is

a

pervasive one than we like to admit. Thus, the
embody 'tradition', while the living voice of the

more

Bible itself is shown to
Church

is heard far more extensively in free-church Protestantism than
commonly thought. Professor Bruce appeals largely to the verdict of
history, of which the voice of the Church through the ages is, of course, a
part. He does raise the uestion, of precisely how the history of the Church
in past epochs is to be related to contemporary understanding and inter
pretations of history in general.
This work, although compressed into
4 pages, contains a vast
is

amount of research materials and indicates

which

involved in the

are

larger

a

massive grasp of the data
its prevalence

uestion of tradition and

Church, even in those cases in which tradition is outwardly dis
counted. Professor Bruce places himself within the line of biblicist
scholars, and in general gives assent to traditional understandings of
such critical uestions as the authorship of the Pastorals. He has given a
landmark study in the historic rootage of the Christian movement, and
calls for recognition and appreciation of elements largely taken for granted.
in the

Harold B. Kuhn

The Roots

-

7 .

2

of Fundamentalism British and American Millenarianism
, by Ernest R. Sandeen. Chicago University of Chicago Press,
pages.

2.

.

Ernest R. Sandeen teaches history at Macalester College in Saint
Paul, Minnesota. For some years now we have heard rumors of the exis
tence of this book in manuscript form. In
67 we were tantalized by a
chapter published as an article in Church History Vol. 26, pages 66-
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Toward a Historical Interpretation of the Origins of Fundamentahsm. This article was deemed of sufficient interest to be reprinted in
the Facet Books Historical Series as The Origins of Fundamentalism

entitled

Philadelphia

Fortress,

6 .

Now at last

we

have the whole book and

views of the nature of fundamentalism must be

radically reshaped.
ob ects to the usual interpretation of fundamentalism in
which it is viewed primarily as a controversy of the
2 's caused by con
servative reaction to theological liberalism. Instead he argues that this
controversy was merely an event late in the career of a theological move
ment dating back into the
2 's. This theological movement he terms
millenarianism i.e. premillenialism in the more usual modern terminology .
our

Sandeen

Sandeen traces the rise in Britain of millenarianism and its impact on the
American scene special attention is given to the rise of dispensationalism
and to its founder, John Nelson Darby. He argues that a common commit
ment to Biblical literalism led to at least a temporary alliance between

theology associated with B. B. Warfield
and others. It is this period which saw the zenith of the movement and
which was the background of the publication of the Fundamentals, the
rise of the Bible Conferences, and the impact of the Bible Institute as an
millenarianism and the Princeton

institution in American life. This

early

's and

degenerated

consensus

began

to

into the acrimonious

disintegrate

in the

controversy of the

2 's.
This sketch, to the extent that it can be substantiated, has several
important implications. The author recognizes the basic theological char
acter of fundamentalism and suggests that it cannot be viewed as merely
a rural or conservative reaction to urban, liberal Christianity, But at the
same

time it

the claim of the Princeton

more

than

Reformation

challenges
Apostolic or

Theology to be nothing
theology. Sandeen documents several
Confession, Similar impHcations are

shifts away from the Westminster
drawn for the millenarian movement
Here is

a

as a

whole.

book that demands attention. The American church is

still caught in the aftermath of the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy,
Anything that helps us to understand this situation should be welcomed.
This is especially true when the analysis is as helpful and msightful as this
one is. The value of this book for further research is strengthened by an
excellent 2 -page bibliography and bibliographic essay.

Donald W.

Dayton
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Ellicott's Bible
van,

7 .

Commentary,

244 pages.

.

In

one

Volume, Grand

.

Rapids

onder

Commentary has been added to the
original eight-volume work
and esteemed by Bible students through

Another one-volume Bible
list. It represents

published nearly

a

condensation of the

a

century ago,

the years.

EUicott, linguist, exegete, and historian

who became

only Ellicott's
scholars�such

Bishop
own
men

of Gloucester. The

was an

original

set

incisive comments but those of

as

Anglican divine
comprised not

twenty-nine other
F. W. Farrar, Alfred Plummer, W. F. Moulton,

Sanday.
The approach is conservative throughout, the whole reflecting
deep regard for the Bible as the Word of God. The one-volume edition
represents careful analysis, critical selection, and condensation of some
,
pages of text. The editor lets the commentators speak for them
selves, foregoing any attempt at reconciliation of divergent points of
view. In some instances, the language has been modernized, statements
of archeological and manuscript natures have been checked against
recent scholarship, and the number of cross-references has been enlarged.
Although the inherent limitations of a single-volume Bible commentary
must of course be reckoned with, this verse-by-verse exposition should
and William

be

an

excellent research aid for ministers and church school teachers, Dr,

degrees from Princeton and Union Va, , He is presently
History and Religion at Lee College, Cleveland, Tennessee,

Bowdle holds
Professor of

James D, Robertson
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Tiptoe With Love, by John T. Seamands.
7 .
7 pages. 2. .
Press,
On

This book

Joy now

deal

Love

with

the

City

Beacon Hill

se uel to the author's On Tiptoe With
printing . The nine chapters of On Tiptoe With
relationship of the Holy Spirit to Christian

comes

in its tenth

Kansas

as

a

The author discusses the first pentecost and shows how
Christians can appropriate that event in their lives. Love is

experience.
present-day
presented as transcending the charismatic gifts. The chapter entitled
Keep Walking, stresses the dynamic and growing nature of the
Christian faith. A final chapter sketches highlights of the so-called
Asbury revival. Dr. Seamands, writing from a perspective both
solidly Bibhcal and keenly sensitive to human need, touches at the
heart of

of the

one

encounter with the

Plain Talk
Grand
pages.

deepest needs
Holy Spirit.

of the contemporary church

a

fresh

James, Plain Talk on John, Manford G. Gutzke, Ph.D.
and 2 2
ondervan,
Rapids
7 , respectively
6 ,
.

on

each.

paperbacks belong in the Plain Talk series, all by the
published by ondervan. Other volumes deal with
Luke
and
Acts. These are all largely devotional commentaries,
Matthew,
written in lay language, and rich in contemporary application.
Both

same

The

author and

ondervan's Pastor's Annual

Compiler .

Grand

Rapids

72, T. T. Crab tree
7 .
4. .
ondervan,

Author-

outstanding contributors provide a sourcebook of sermonic and other materials calculated to inspire and guide the pastor in
planning a year's pulpit work. Used suggestively, the whole should
prove an effective book for a more creative ministry.
Seventeen

Book

for Modem
Bible Society,

The Psalms
American

4

Briefs

Now the TEV is available for the Psalms
ment. The

single

Version.

Today's English
^.
7 . 2
pages.

Man.

as

well

as

New York

the New Testa

begins with a two-page preface, explammg
of
and prayer book of the Bible. The types
the
and
etc. ,

volume Psalms

hymnbook
spiritual poems are cited praise, protection, forgiveness,
is noted. Jesus'
intensely personal and national character of the Psalms
are assured of a faithful,
use of the Psalms is observed in passing, and we
yet fresh, translation. Psahn 2 is a happy case in point
the role of the

The Lord is my shepherd
I have everything I need.
He lets me rest in fields of green grass
and leads me to uiet pools of

fresh water.

He

gives me

new

strength.

Footnotes of alternate translations add to the value of this work.
Altogether the translating committee of the American Bible Society has

given

us a

worthwhile

rendering.

Christ and the Hiddenness of God,
minster Press,
7 . 2
pages. 6.

by
,

Don

Cupitt. Philadelphia

West

This volume assumes that no doctrine needs to be accepted on
alone, that there is logic for everything one believes. Using the
philosophical approach in studying some basic religious beliefs, Cupitt
discusses belief in God, belief that Jesus is the Christ, and belief that God
can be known through Christ. In
attempting to answer elemental uestions
about God, the author deals with the problem of
analogy, the elusiveness
of God and how far historical knowledge about Jesus is
important to
Christianity. This book begins and ends with an attempt to make sense
of belief in God.
The author is Dean of Emmanuel
College, Cam
revelation

bridge University, England.
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Stranger at the Door, by Marcus Bach. Nashville and New York
7 .
. .
Abingdon,
pages.
Justification, Pauline Text's in the Light of the Old and New Testa
7 .
Eerdmans.
pages.
ments, by Markus Barth. Grand Rapids
.

paperback .

Some of the strangers at the door are Vedantists India , Yoga
Baha'i Soka Gakkai Japan Sun Myung Moon Korea and the Jesus

followers of Christ. The author has searched for

People, hippie

in these faiths and he

meaning

this for the reader.

interprets
Justification, an experhnent in exegesis, explores the concept
and vocabulary of the word as revealed in Paul's formulation of Christ's
message. Barth's methodology takes into account the Old Testament
background of Paul's thought� a key Barth finds too often ignored.
Breathes new life into the biblical understanding of ustification.

Black, by Bob Harrison and James Montgomery. Grand
7 . 6 page's.
.
paperback .
ondervan,

When God Was

Rapids

America's

Black Son of Thunder

reveals what it is like inside

black skin-when God is there too. When God

came

into Harrison's

hfe, God became black. Here is an enUghtening disclosure of the
thoughts, feelings and aspirations of one who lives with the hatred and
unintentional

Despair, A
Grove

.

pre udices

of the world around him.

or a Way of Life, by C. Stephan Evans. Downers
7 .
.
Intervarsity Press,
pages.
paperback .

Moment

Contemporary hterature's analysis of man may well lead to
despair. Dostoevsky, Sartre, Camus and a host of others tell us that
modern man lives in the face of a void. But despair can be only a
moment� a moment of self-realization beyond which lies a hope more
real than anything this side of despair. This book presents this kind
of hope.

Book

Jesus and His Contemporaries,
7 . 2
pages. 2. .

4

Briefs

by

E. F. Harrison. Grand

Baker,

Rapids

Baker book in the Minister's Paperback Library series these
seventeen sermons by the Professor of New Testament at Fuller Theologi
cal Seminary should provide valuable resource material for biographical
This is

a

messages from John's

Eyes

on

pages.

Gospel.

Europe, by W. Stuart Harris. Chicago

Moody Press,

7 .

6

paperback .

.

the ma or
In this brief survey of every European country, including
the
European
Islands of the Mediterranean, an effort is made to examine
situation. This bird's-eye-view seeks to answer pertinent uestions
What
role does Christianity play in Europe today What denomina
such as.
of evangelism
tions are on the move, and in which countries What methods
on Europe's spiritual vacuum.
handbook
A
most
accompUsh

religious

The Second Cross, by John M. Carter. Nashville
2 pages.
.
paperback .
The

Broadman Press,

6 .

author, former president of Campbellsville College Ky. , seeks

deep spiritual power attained by many in the
church is still available. If the church is to regain her power it must
have men full of the Holy Spirit. This book is an exposition of

to demonstrate that the

early
again
this experience

Expository

and how to attain it.

Outlines from I-II Corinthians, by
Kingsley G. Rendell Grand
7 .
7 pages.
.
paperback .

Rapids Baker,

This reprint of a recent British
publication by a Senior Lecturer in
at Sheffield is a
gathering of sermon outlines designed to aid
preachers to prepare for a systematic expository
ministry. If these out
lines serve as a guide and are not
slavishly adhered to, they could contri
bute much to real Biblical
preaching.

Divinity
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Guilty Silence, by John R. W.
.
i paperback .
pages.

Seminarian

Stott. Grand

Rapids

Eerdmans,

This little book should be read
of All Souls
tic mission

London

asserts that in

was never more

a

by every Christian. The rector
day when the Church's evangelis

urgent, the facts indicate that it

was never

lacking or ineffective. We are more interested in theological
debate, hturgical reform and social service. Here is a vigorous challenge
to the Church to recover its evangelistic vision.

more

Genesis, A Devotional Exposition Vol, 2 Chapters 2 � , by Donald
4, ,
Grey Barnhouse. Grand Rapids
ondervan, 2
pages.

Phiiippians,

Expositional Commentary, by
4 pages.
ondervan,
Rapids

An

Boice. Grand

The first volume consists of

James

.

,

Montgomery

meditations, verse by
verse expositions, in the author's program through Genesis. Intended
for daily devotional readings, they not only serve to answer many
uestions arising from the study of Genesis but offer much that is
profitable for spiritual growth.
The second volume, by Dr. Barnhouse's successor in Philadelphia,
is virtually a verse-by-verse commentary on Phiiippians from a practical
point of view. In a delightfully conversational style, the epistle un
folds for you. Paul's teachings are presented and applied in a competent,
forceful

a

series of

manner.

Ministry and Message of Paul, by
7 .
ondervan,
Rapids
pages.
The

This book

belongs in

the

Longenecker.
paperback .

Richard

.

Grand

Contemporary Evangelical Perspectives

series. Its non-technical treatment of Paul will prove refreshing to the
reader desirous of getting better ac uainted with the life and work of

the

apostle.

An excellent

bibliography

invites to further

study.

Book
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Christian Science
Life of Mary Baker G. Eddy and the History of
. .
4
7 .
pages.
by Georgine MUmine. Grand Rapids Baker,
The

origins of Christian
7McClure's Magazine is
with the

dealing

This book

originally printed
editorship of WiUa

in

Science

was

under the

Cather. It is the result of intense personal investiga
the philosophical and
tion into the life of Mary Baker Eddy and into
Move
and developments of the Christian Science

theological origins
primary source book

for the researcher in this field.

ment. A

Shoestring Sabbatical, by

Harold E,

Written

facts of

living

by

for

paperback .

.

7 . 246 pages.

Press,

Taussig. Philadelphia Westminster

thirteen Americans who have tried it, here are the
a year on a budget in eleven European cities. The

uestions you would like to ask about apartments,
schools, food, medical care, language and a hundred other things.

writers

answer

Also submitted is

a

new

rationale for

sabbatical.

The Best

Press,

re uesting

a

ofD. L. Moody. Wilbur M. Smith editor . Chicago

7 . 22

pages.

These sixteen

4.

.

European

Moody

provide insights into the great evangehst's
preaching. Simplicity, fervor, concreteness, and a
directness that probes man's spiritual needs are lessons to be
learned
by many of today's pulpiteers.
personality

sermons

and

Word Pictures from the Bible,

Rapids

ondervan.

pages.

by E. M. Blaiklock, Litt. D. Grand
2.

.

The

of

author, who has held the Chair of Classics at the
University
Auckland, New ealand , for twenty-one years, seeks to

enliven

the imagery of these nature
pictures of Bible lands from his experi
ence as student and teacher of
the literature of the ancient
world
to
hfe
in
their
old-world setting are the
Coming
Cedar, the Olive
the Shepherd, the Rock, and
eight other nature presentations Illus
trated with striking
photographs from the

tree'

Holy Land.
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Christ in Your Shoes, by Buckner
7 . 42 pages.
. .

Fanning.

Nashville

Broadman Press,

In these

eminently readable sermons the pastor of San Antonio's
Trinity Baptist Church brings Christianity into the market-place. He
knows whereof he speaks for his church operates a rehabilitation
home

for

women

uvenile delin uents

alcoholics,

rims

and sponsors

a

children's home, works with
missionaries.

seven

One People, by John R. W. Stott. Downers Grove
7 . 4 pages, paperback .
Press,

.

Inter-Varsity

The rector of All Souls Church London reminds us emphatically
clergy and laity are one people under God, working together in
worship, ministry, witness, and fellowship and he outlmes a program
to train laymen to meet the needs of a changing world.

that

Walking With the Lord, by
7 . 24 pages.
Press,

Malcolm Tolbert. Nashville

Broadman

Using I John as a basis, the author here submits a practical
prescription for living the Christian life. Among topics discussed are
the
uestion of morality, brotherly love, assurance, and freedom m
Christ.

The Power of Positive Preaehfig to the Saved, by John R.
7 . 26 pages. 2, ,
Broadman Press,
Nashville

Bisango.

messages on the fundamentals of the faith, designed
the committed and to arouse the careless, SimpUcity
and directness of style, characterize the whole. Pastors will find the
These

both to

book

are

undergird

helpful

in

sermon

preparation.

About First Fruits Press
Under the auspices of B. L. Fisher Library, First Fruits Press
is an online publishing arm of Asbury Theological Seminary.
The goal is to make academic material freely available to
scholars worldwide, and to share rare and valuable resources
that would not otherwise be available for research. First Fruits
publishes in five distinct areas: heritage materials, academic
books, papers, books, and journals.
In the Journals section, back issues of The Asbury Journal will be digitized and so
made available to a global audience. At the same time, we are excited to be working
with several faculty members on developing professional, peer-reviewed, online
journals that would be made freely available.
Much of this endeavor is made possible by the recent gift of the Kabis III scanner,
one of the best available. The scanner can produce more than 2,900 pages an hour
and features a special book cradle that is specifically designed to protect rare and
fragile materials. The materials it produces will be available in ebook format, easy
to download and search.
First Fruits Press will enable the library to share scholarly
resources throughout the world, provide faculty with a
platform to share their own work and engage scholars
without the difficulties often encountered by
print publishing. All the material will be freely
available for online users, while those who
wish to purchase a print copy for their libraries
will be able to do so. First Fruits Press is just
one way the B. L. Fisher Library is fulfilling the
global vision of Asbury Theological Seminary to
spread scriptural holiness throughout the world.

asbury.to/firstfruits

